
ML~TIPLE-USE OF RE~EWABLE RESOURCES IS 
ENHANCED WITH SYSTEH DYNAHICS METHODS 

Stephen G. Boyc~/ 

~cs~1UOt.--A study of the multiple-use task produces a meth
od for integrating quantitative and subjective information to en
hance decision-making about the multiple use of ~enewable resources. 
~!ethods of resolving conflicts and applying system dynamics methods 
are given. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This paper describes a study of a complex system defined as the multiple
use task. System dynamics methods (Forrester 1961) are used to investigate 
t!:e fl·ot<S of information, energy and materials. The finding is a method for 
integrating quantitative and subjective information to enhance the multiple 
use of renewable resources. 

The o'ethod uses a system dynamics model to structure, for all interested 
parties, a ffiedi~m for explicit communication of mental models and scientific
a Uy der i\•eu relationships. Simuiations project the responses of the renew
able resv~rce for alternative modes of silviculture. Administrators and other 
interesced parties can inject into the simulations personal experiences and 
insig:-.:s. Opt:!nal strategy is derived by subjective decisions determined by 
insights, value judgments, experience and acumen of interested parties. The 
responsibilities of administrators are not usurped in mathematical expressions; 
oental ~odels and scientifically derived relationships are communicated ex
plicitly; people llldke the decisions. 

T:.·o il:lportant problems of the multiple-use task are identified. One 
probl~" is the compl~xity of predicting multiple benefits from silviculture. 
A second problea is the lack of communication channels structured to integrate 
subjective perceptions and quantitative information, Both problems are re
soh·ed by asking the question: "What biologically possible state of forest 
orga!'lization do we want?" 

This question leads to the identification of a single goal toward which 
all cultural actions are directed. The process of choosing the goal is a 
syst~2tic evaluation of alternatives. 

Relatively simple charts display biologically possible combinations of 
benefits for each alternative state of forest organization. Figure 1 displays 
a co~bination of five benefits expected from transforllldtion of a forest from 
the presen~ state to a future state of organization (Boyce 1977, 1980). ·The 
cotnon denominator for calculating each benefit is the state of 
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Figure 1.--Display of a combination of 
five benefits expected from transform
ations of a forest from the present 
state to a future state. Charts are 
enhanced from computer plots for 
printing. 
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Figure 2.--Display of the same com
bination of benefits and for·the same 
forest as for figure 1, but the 
forest is transformed to a different 
future state. 

forest organization. Figure 2 is a display of the same combination of bene
fits expected from an alternative transformation of the same forest from the 
present state to a different future state. Other alternative transformations 
and other combinations of benefits are displayed by each interested party 
to explicitly communicate to others personal perceptions and scientific 
relationships. 

The paper is organized to describe the multiple-use task, the method_of 
solving the two problems and the application of system dynamics in directkng 
the use of renewable resources, 

THE HULTIPLE-USE TASK 

Deliberate and carefully planned integration of various uses of renewable 
resources so as to interfere with each other as little as possible is the 
fundamental idea of multiple use (HcArdle 1962). This idea has been con
spicuous in writings (~mrsh 1964) and in legislation (Cliff 1962) for at least 
100 years. In the words of Giltmier (1980) "there is a deeply ingrained con
servation ethic in the soul of the Republic, and a strong feeling that people 
can live in harmony with nature. This idea, ethic, snd feeling of constitu
encies led the Congress to embed the multiple-use task in many pieces of 
legislation" (U.S, Senate 1979). 



The }!ultiple-Use Sustained Yield Act of 1960 (16 U.S.C. 528 (note)) 
include-s the phrase: 

"harnonious and coordinated management of the various resources, 
e~ch with the other, without impairment of the productivity of 
the land, with consideration being given to the relative values 
of the various resources, and not necessarily the combination 
of uses that will give the greatest dollar return or the 
greatest unit output .. 11 

Later legislation gave direction to the Secretary of Agriculture for 
"specific identification of program outputs, results anticipated, and bene
fits associated with investments in such a manner that the anticipated costs 
.::~n be directly compared with the total related benefits ••• " (Forest and 
Rangeland Renewable Resources Planning Act of 1974 (16 U.S.C. 1601 (note)). 

The task is not easy. Practical application to a specific forest seems 
to be lioited by two problems, one in silviculture and the other in com
munications. 

The silviculture problem is the lack of methods for "harmonious and 
coordi.-,ated" culture to yield a desired combination of benefits. This prob
lecr centers on the difficulty of integrating cultural actions from many dis
ciplines to predict "results anticipated." Complexity is the issue •. 

The co~unications pcoblem is the lack of channels structured to in
tegrate subjective and quantitative information for decisions by interested 
parties. The phrase "interested parties" includes people with different 
percept ions of "the relative values of the various resources", people who 
represent profit and nonprofit institutions, and people employed to manage 
ar.d c•Jlture renewable resources on public lands. The management decision 
cente.rs on "relative values", "benefits associated with investments" and 
"anticipated costs ••• compared with the total related benefits." The sub
j;,ctive choice of a perceived optimum is the issue. 

The control process uses silviculture to direct a forest toward the 
goals selected in the decision process. Decision and control are interde
pende~t processes. Decision and control are, in practice, negative feed
back loops linked by communication channels structured to integrate the 
processes (Beer 1966). 

The structure of the management processes for multiple use or single 
use of a forest is diagramed (fig. 3). The decision and control loops are 
lonked with a system dynamics model called DYNAST (Boyce 1977), that in
te~rates quantitative and subjective information and continuously si.~ulates 
transfornations of the forest from the present state of organization through 
future states. For each stream of changes in the states of forest organ
ization, plots (figs. 1,2), and tables if desired, project combinations of 
benefits in relation to a proposed mode of silviculture. These displays, 
the plots and tables, are the medium for explicit communication of inform
ation among the interested parties who are involved in the decision loop. 
Each plot is an integration of scientifically derived relationships and 
perceptions of mental models about responses of the forest to a mode of 
silviculture. 
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Figure 3. Structure of the decision and control system for integrating 
biological and managerial information. 



The decision and control loops depend on solutions of the silviculture 
and communication problems. 

THE SILVICULTURE PROBLEM 

The silviculture problem is a lack of methods for "harmonious and coordin
ated culture" to yield a desired combination of benefits. The primary dif
ficulty in harmonizing multiple benefits from silviculture is the complexity 
created by many variables changing simultaneously. A new direction for for
est management provides a solution to this difficulty (Boyce 1978). 

The typical question forest managers attempt to answer is how much timber, 
~ater, wildlife, recreation, and wilderness experience should be made avail
able to users. An answer is difficult if not impossible to derive because 
of the complexity of projecting more than three or four benefits with an 
equal n~ber of management actions. This question increases complexity by 
forcing managers and decision-makers to rank large numbers of both commodity 
and noncommodity benefits in order of their relative worth to society. 
Ar:s·•ers to this question require the projection of complex matrices of out
puts to an equal number of cultural actions. 

The new direction is to ask a different question: '~hat biologically 
possible state of forest organization do we want?" The answer is a single 
goal for silviculture. This goal, the state of forest organization, is 
determined by the choice of a projected, biologically possible combination 
of be:1efits (figs. 1,2). 

States of forest organization are operationally defined by the propor
tional distribution of stands by age, area and type classes. Since forests 
are constantly transforming from state to state, the goal for silviculture 
is a certain dynamic distribution of stands by stand condition classes. 
This sL<gle goal is achieved by controlling rates of timber harvest, sizes 
of openings formed, and conversions of forest types. In-place decisions 
and actio:1s may enhance the control process (Boyce 1977). All silviculture 
is directed toward this goal. 

Benefits available at any moment are determined by the state of forest 
organization at that moment. Benefits available now and into the future 
are determined by the transformation of the forest from the present to some 
future state. Since these transformations can be directed by silviculture, 
future states of forest organization can be projected and the combinations 
of ~enefits can be predicted. 

The simulations and predictions in relation to silviculture can be made 
in many ~~ys. The calculations and displays described here are made with 
the coDputer model DYNAST (Boyce 1977, 1980) which is written for the DYNAMO 
co~piler (Pugh 1976). Alternatives are to use simulation compilers or 
languages such as FORIRfu~, SI~ffiCRIPT II.5, General Purpose Simulation 
System (GPSS) and Continuous System Modeling Program (CSMP). 

An important consideration is to focus on the simulations and the pre
dictions rather than on the computing. It is important that information 
carried in all the quantitative and subjective relationships be explicit to 
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the parties involved in the decision loop. Joint functions must be clear to 
all persons in the different forestry disciplines and to the administrators 
who must implement the silvicultural application (fig. 3). Another important 
consideration is that the calculations be structured to harmonize silvi
culture. 

The DYNAST calculations are structured to relate indices and values for 
benefits to transformations in the states of forest organization. This 
structure keeps the computation of indices and values for benefits independ
ent of each other, yet linked to the common denominator. Resource special
ists, such as professional people trained in economics or in producing 
timber, water, game habitats, and recreation opportunities, translate in
formation from their disciplines without preconceptions of interactions., 
preferences, and trade-offs among benefits. Translations, called benefit 
algorithms, are attached to the DYNAST model. The interrelationships among 
the benefits are revealed by the plots (figs. 1,2) and the tables. The 
calculations are not based on ranking the benefits relative to their worth 
to society. No benefit in the simulation is constrained by another and no 
interaction coefficients are required. 

The scientifically derived relationships for each disciplinary area are 
made explicit in diagrams that document the model (Boyce 1977). Thes~ trans
lations, explicitly displayed, are available for scrutiny by scientists, 
resource managers, decision-makers and other interested parties. The 
validity of these relationships is determined from information derived from 
research, monitoring, inventories, and the experience of specialists. 

Any quantifiable relationship between a benefit and a state of forest 
organization can be translated into an explicit algorithm. Benefit algo
rithms, being adjuncts to the core model, can be connected to and dis
connected from the core model in any number and combination at will. Hun
dreds of benefits--likely all operationally defined ones--can be examined 
with the core model. 

The choice of an optimal strategy is made in the decision loop (fig. 3) 
by interested parties who are evaluating displays of biologically possible 
combinations of benefits (figs. 1,2). The choice identifies for silvi
cultural applications a single goal, which is the answer to the question 
posed by the new direction. The silvicultural applications (figs. 1,2) are 
"harmonized and coordinated" to achieve this single goal. 

THE COMMUNICATION PROBLEM 

The problem is perceived to be a lack of communication channels struc
tured to integrate subjective perception and quantitative information. . 
Quantitatively derived optimal strategies have low credibility for decision
makers who are unaware of the relationships that produced them. Analysts, 
trained in manipulating definable cr~teria and measurable variables, are 
reluctant to incorporate into quantitative models the ill-defined forces of 
political, economic and social attitudes. One solution is to integrate these 
two kinds of information. 



Another consideration is indicated by Beer (1966) who describes decisions 
as the fixing of a belief. Beliefs, according to Beer, derive from biolog
ical necessity more than from intellectual processes. The result is decisions 
subjectively made for surviving rather than an objective choice of a mathe
natically identified optimal strategy. 

Apparently, a solution is to structure communication channels to in
tegrate quantitative and subjective information perceived by the parties or 
their institutions to be in their self-interest. The communication channels 
are to be structured to accept subjective perceptions, such as preferred 
rates of timber harvest, integrate this information with quantitative data, 
and display the results as expected combinations of benefits (figs. 1,2). 
This structure incorporates the experiences of satisfaction or displeasure 
enbcdied in each party's mental model. This structure changes the question 
fro:o '~>hat benefits do I want?" to "What benefits will I have then?" The 
latter question, when answered with care, can be the more useful guide in 
difficult decisions. In particular, mental models of hedonic experience 
are used to select the alternative perceived to represent self-interest 
(T,·ersky and Kahneman 1981). 

The evaluation of alternative management strategies for multiple-use of 
r~,e~able resources includes many quantitative methods. Specific mathemat
ical techniques include but are not limited to linear nonlinear goal 
dyna:oic, and multi-objective programing techniques. These technlques ~re 
de>elcped with the intent of providing decision-makers and resource managers 
with ways to identify an optimal strategy. Many practitioners of the quan
titative methods expect to have the optimal routines accepted and used by 
forest nanagers, directors of forest-based industries, leaders of special 
interest groups, and administrators of public lands (Tobin and others 1980). 

Reality often differs from expectations. Mathematically derived strat
egies, which are intended to be a~ds for decision and control, are often 
ig~ored, tolerated, or discounted by administrators and other decision-makers. 
Ei:o~ (1980) describes how potential benefits from operations research and 
~r.ag~ent science are constrained by keeping mathematical analyses well 
a .. a,· from the board room, the subcommittee hearings, and the managers' 
staff neetings. There is little evidence for the scientists' argument that 
dis;:.assionate analysis of data is removing management decisions from the 
subjective arena of political, economic, and social attitudes (Amara 1981). 

A concern of administrators is indicated by recent comments of an 
ActL~g Deputy Assistant Secretary of Agriculture (Thornton 1~80) concerning 
the planning for multiple use of the National Forests: "My only real fear 
is that we will succumb to the siren songs of the data gatherers and analysts 
who are entranced themselves by the power and potential of the computers. 
. . . >:ell thought-out and carefully directed planning can be the heart and 
stre~gth of the Forest Service of tomorrow ••• planning that relies on computer 
ar~lysts and data flows more than it does on hard thinking by people ••• can 
be the nemesis of the Forest Service." 

One can mathematically model the dacision and control loops (fig. 3) 
and quantitatively derive optimal strategies. These exercises have value 
for decision and control when decision-makers can manipulate the outcome by 
incorporating personal insights, experience, subjective values, and acumen. 
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The primary value of the DYNAST simulation (figs. 1,2) is to communi
cate explicitly integrations of subjective and quantitative information. 
These integrations have value when framed to answer the questions: What 
benefits will I have then?, What will be the "relative values of the vari
~us resources"? What are the "benefits associated with investment? ' 1

, What 
anticipated costs can be directly compared with the total related benefits"? 

The new direction provides a way to answer these questions. The answers 
can be displayed in plots (figs. 1;2) and in tables, if desired. D,ecision
makers and other interested parties can manipulate the outcome by inserting 
into the calculations personal perceptions such as rates of timber harvest 
and changes in interest rates. Each party can use the displays to commun
icate personal perceptions to other parties. This communication is achieved 
without quantification of all the subjective elements in the ~ental models. 
A consensus by the interested parties is a subjective choice of the most 
favorable conditions for a given situation. 

Avoided are the difficult and complex problems associated with the typ
ical question: How much timber, water, wilderness experience, wildlife 
habitat, and recreation opportunity should be made available to users? With 
the new direction there is no need to rank benefits in order of their rela
tive worth to· society; no need to justify monetary values for noncommodity 
benefits; no need to project complex matrices of resource outputs to cultur
al actions and monetary costs; and no need to incorporate into quantitative 
models an assumed monetary equilibrium for supply and demand. 

The communication problem is solved by structuring the system dynamics 
model, DYNAST, to serve as a medium for explicit communication of mental 
models and scientifically derived relationships. The projection of combin
ations of benefits for biologically possible modes of silviculture encourages 
the interested parties'to focus on selecting the alternative that best 
represents hedonic experiences. The result is not the majority vote but the 
subjective choice of a perceived optimum. 

THE USE OF SYSTEM DYNAMICS 

The system dynamics method (Forrester 1961) is a way of studying the 
behavior of complex systems. This method depends on the concept that be
havior of systems is principally caused by structure--how the component 
parts are connected. These connections direct the flows of information, 
energy, and materials through feedback loops to integrate the behavior of 
elements in the system. Orientation of this study of the multiple-use task 
toward a flow structure resulted in the decision mechanisms crossing forestry 
disciplines without conflict and led to a new direction for forest manage
ment. The use of system dynamics is summarized in the following paragraphs • 

Multiple use of forests is enhanced by changing the question from ·~ow 
much of this and that do we want to produce?" to "What biologically possible 
state of forest organization do we want?" This new direction, identified 
by the second question, resolves the conflicts created by the inconsistent 
preferences forced on interested parties by the first question. The new 
question encourages the interested parties to focus on predictiv~ consider
ation for a single goal. This goal, being the common denominator for 



cornbL~ations of benefits, is related to perceptions of self-interest. For 
the difficult decisions inherent in the multiple use of forest, we can now 
develop useful guides (figs. 1,2). 

The guides, which are displays of combinations of benefits, aid the 
parties wbo make the decisions. The displays are integrations of quantita
tive and subjective information constrained only by biologically possible 
outcomes. Experience, insights, value judgments, and acumen are used by 
the decision-makers to manipulate the core model. The control variables, 
which are rates of timber harvest, size of openings formed, interest rates 
and conversions of forest types, are specifications derived in the mental 
models of the decision-makers. These perceptions derive from information 
flows that originate from social, economic, special-interest, and govern
mental activities, Host of these sources of information influence opinions 
and attitudes toward forestry from outside. These perceptions of self 
interest and hedonic outcomes for individuals and institutions are more 
important to the decision-maker than any "forestry opportunities" presented 
by a professional forester, wildlife biologist, forest economist, systems 
analyst, or other resource specialist, 

The multiple use of forests is enhanced because the optimums are sub
jective perceptions of the most favorable combinations of benefits for a 
given situation. The obligations and responsibilities of administrators 
and other interested persons are used in the analytic ·and decision process. 
Relationships are displayed explicitly. People make the decisions. 

The approach described here is easily modified to direct the use of all 
renewable resources. The core model can be adapted to simulate the trans
fornations of grasslands, coral reefs, lakes and other biological systems. 
Tf,e 3tructure for decision and control for all renewable resources is 
essentially that illustrated for forestry. 

The techniques described here are simple compared to most kinds of 
mathematical programing procedures. The system dynamics methods can be used 
directly by line and operating managers to guide their units' decisions and 
control procedures and to communicate with groups both in and out of the 
user's organization (Fey 1980). The dynamic analytic silviculture tech
nique is one example of a use by staff specialists and line managers. 
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